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Preface

A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.
—Chinese proverb

1. Goals

Welcome! This book describes Extensible 3D (X3D) Graphics, the open international standard for 3D on the Web. X3D is used for building 3-dimensional models, both simple and sophisticated. X3D can show animated objects from different viewpoint perspectives, allowing user insight and interaction. X3D models can be further combined and connected to build sophisticated 3D virtual environments running across the Internet.

The primary goal of this book is to show Web authors how to build and connect X3D models. Another goal is to teach students the essential principles of Webcapable 3D graphics. Because X3D scene-graph concepts are easily understood from the perspective of creating Extensible Markup Language (XML) documents, this material has been successfully used to teach 3D to students with or without prior programming experience. Finally the book should serve as a handy reference for X3D authors, explaining both the broad principles and specific details of X3D scene construction.

2. Motivation

More than 30 years of innovative research, theoretical mathematics, and application-development effort have made 3D graphics an exciting field that produces amazing results and frequent surprises. The heart of the 3D community is the Special Interest Group on Graphics (SIGGRAPH), which is one of many professional societies making up the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM). SIGGRAPH can be found online at www.siggraph.org. The classic text for this subject area is Computer Graphics, Principles and Practice by James D. Foley, Andries van Dam, Stephen K. Feiner, and John F. Hughes (Addison-Wesley, 2nd Edition, 1997). Hundreds of other books about
3D graphics are also available, covering a wide spectrum of technical and practical topics.

Nevertheless, for most Web authors and software programmers, 3D graphics remains a complex niche technology that is not easily mastered and not often used. For many people, 3D is best known from movies or computer games. It is something “special” created by others, and viewed only in movie theaters, by DVD playback, or by locally installed computer-game programs. 3D scenes are typically created only by small teams of experts who have worked hard to achieve programming mastery using expensive professional application tool kits.

Enabling Web authors to independently create and compose 3D objects has been difficult for the same reasons, because such graphics have almost always been produced by highly trained programmers and animators using specialty 3D software packages. Unfortunately, because most 3D software packages are created using proprietary commercial products or computer programming languages, users can only rarely combine diverse 3D models and interact directly with them. This challenging state of affairs has prevented 3D graphics from becoming a commonly authored form of multimedia.

Rather than creating yet another technical niche, X3D is designed for interchange and interoperability that allows authors to build simple or sophisticated 3D models of interest. X3D collects the most common 3D techniques and provides common-denominator graphics capabilities that map satisfactorily to many industry approaches (which often vary more in style than in substance). Thus translators and converters can import and export X3D scenes both to and from many other 3D graphics formats, allowing easier 3D interchange. This approach allows the various specialty tools to do what they are good at, noncompetitively, while making 3D models available for composition together in an effective, efficient way. Thus X3D can enable 3D graphics to transition from isolated islands of functionality to become a first-class media type used in web pages and documents everywhere.

According to the International Standards Organization (ISO), Extensible 3D Graphics (X3D) is the “ISO standard that defines a royalty-free run-time system and delivery mechanism for real-time 3D content and applications running on a network.” Supported X3D file-format encodings enable the construction of interactive, animated, 3D virtual environments that stably incorporate the latest advances in graphics hardware capabilities, file compression, and data security. Networking is optional, allowing X3D scenes to work compatibly over the Internet via http servers, on local disk drives or CDs, and even as standalone email and chat attachments.

Because licensing restrictions for all of the underlying contributions in the X3D standards are royalty free, X3D technologies can be used freely without fear that they will “time out” or become unusable as a result of corporate-profitability concerns or one-sided policy changes. An open process guided by the nonprofit Web3D Consortium has consolidated 12 years of work and achieved full certification from ISO as an International Standard. Thus X3D models can be used and improved by individuals, companies, government agencies, and educators without fear that the underlying technology might eventually become unavailable.

The 3D graphics community is highly technical, artistic, sensitive, and motivated, usually all at the same time. Many X3D authors and users already hope that bringing
3D graphics to the Web can make all kinds of models more widely available, thus making 3D graphics a useful part of everyday life. Building compatible X3D models for the Web is a worthy effort, showing progress that steadily grows with each passing day. Hopefully this book will help you learn the fundamentals of X3D, master the techniques needed to show others your work, and bootstrap the Web into the third dimension. Good luck with your efforts!

3. Reader background

Prior experience in 3D graphics programming or XML authoring is helpful but not required to use this book. The creation of X3D scenes is presented with an emphasis on XML so that content production might appear familiar to Web authors. Many examples are developed as part of the book, and many more are available online.

4. Software support

A free Java-based authoring tool designed especially for X3D is available on the Web site: X3D-Edit. This scene-graph editor has been used to produce all of the book examples. X3D-Edit has been tested under Windows, Macintosh, and Linux operating systems. Features include tooltips for each X3D node and field in multiple languages: English, Chinese, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish. Models and tooltips have also been tested satisfactorily using other XML-based tools.

Authored X3D scenes are viewed using separate browser plugins, usually installed into the local Web browser. Multiple X3D viewer plugins and applications are provided on the support Web site and online.

5. Book structure

5.1. Typographic conventions

The following typographic conventions are observed in this book.

- Definition terms are identified using *italics*.
- Source content is shown using a fixed-width font.
- Null or absent nodes are represented as NULL.
- Empty arrays may be represented as empty square brackets `[ ]`.
- Empty string values may be represented as empty double-quote marks, either `""` or `""`. 
5.2. Chapter organization

5.2.1. Introductory chapters

This preface describes the structure of the book. Chapter 1 is the in-depth Technical Overview, which describes the architectural principles governing how X3D works. Topics include scene-graph structure, file encodings, the Extensible Markup Language (XML), various related ISO specifications, and the underlying technical detail common to all X3D components and nodes.

5.2.2. X3D Component chapters

Each of the subsequent chapters cover the primary nodes provided by each component in the X3D Immersive Profile. The layout of each chapter is organized consistently in order to best support clarity of presentation. Chapter structure follows.

The Concepts section discusses shared usage issues, abstract node-type interfaces, and the common fields shared by nodes presented in the chapter. Each node is explained using both XML syntax (for .x3d files) and ClassicVRML syntax (for .x3dv files). Each of the fields is then described in detail, emphasizing allowed values and the types of functionality provided. Usage hints and warnings emphasize lessons learned and problems to avoid.

Each chapter concludes with a summary of the key ideas covered, a list of related nodes and concepts, and a brief preview of the next chapter.

5.2.3. Examples

Working example scenes are provided for each node. First modeled by masters students at the Naval Postgraduate School, the Kelp Forest exhibit of Monterey Bay Aquarium provides a common theme for most of the examples in the book. These example X3D scenes are designed to illustrate specific features of X3D.

The best approach to learning this material is to load each scene in an X3D browser, view it, and verify that it works as described, and then modify values for various nodes and fields to confirm your understanding of the concepts discussed.

6. Chapter descriptions

This book is designed to be read in order. Each chapter builds upon previous chapters with only occasional forward referencing. The ordering of chapters provides a clear path to learn how to build increasingly sophisticated 3D worlds.

6.1. Chapter topics

The chapters are organized by function and ordered as follows:

1. Technical Overview. General introduction of the fundamentals of 3D, including scene graphs, events, node reuse, file structure and encodings, components and profiles, and conformance.

2. Geometry Nodes, Part 1: Primitives. The basic primitive shapes: Box, Sphere, Cylinder, Cone, and Text.
3. **Grouping Nodes.** Collecting and positioning objects in the 3D world using Inline, LOD, Group and StaticGroup, Switch, Transform, and Anchor.


6. **Geometry Nodes, Part 2: Points, Lines, and Polygons.** Geometric creations that are more advanced than the basic shapes, including Coordinate, Color, PointSet, LineSet, IndexedLineSet, IndexedFaceSet, ElevationGrid, and Extrusion.


8. **User Interactivity Nodes.** Allowing users to interact with the world by connecting TouchSensor, PlaneSensor, CylinderSensor, SphereSensor, KeySensor, and StringSensor nodes.


10. **Geometry Nodes, Part 3: Geometry2D Nodes.** Flat geometry can be helpful for building 2D constructs that face the viewer. Planar nodes include Polypoint2D, Rectangle2D, TriangleSet2D, Polyline2D, Circle2D, Arc2D, ArcClose2D, and Disk2D.

11. **Lighting and Environment Nodes.** Lighting and scene background effects are accomplished using DirectionalLight, PointLight, SpotLight, Background, TextureBackground, Fog, and Sound.

12. **Environment Sensor and Sound Nodes.** User activity in the environment can be detected and processed by using LoadSensor, Collision, Billboard, ProximitySensor, and VisibilitySensor.


14. **Creating Prototype Nodes.** Probably the most powerful extension feature in X3D is the ability to define new reusable nodes, known as prototypes. Prototype declarations are combinations of already-existing nodes and (optionally) other prototypes. Prototype instances can then be used like any other X3D node. External prototype declarations allow authors to collect reusable prototype definitions together in a single file that can be accessed by other scenes.
15. **Metadata and Information Nodes.** Metadata includes background information describing the makeup of the X3D scene itself. Nodes of interest include WorldInfo, MetadataSet, MetadataDouble, MetadataFloat, MetadataInteger, and MetadataString. This chapter is provided online.

6.2. **Appendices**

Several appendices provide supplementary information.

- Description of resources available online
- Help: X3D/VRML examples
- X3D scene authoring hints

6.3. **How to use this book**

X3D has many capabilities, so there is a lot to learn. Chapter 1, Technical Overview, provides a thorough background study of how X3D works. Each of the following chapters presents a set of related X3D nodes, each providing new functionality.

You will learn best if you load and test each example using X3D-Edit or another authoring tool. Usually, you need to modify nodes and field values to fully observe how the displayed scene might change. Do not worry about breaking things. A common occurrence in 3D graphics is that a problem or bug actually turns out to be a feature!

Chapters 2–6 provide the essentials of X3D scene graphs and are essential reading. Chapters 7–9 explain animation and interaction and are best read together. Because X3D is consistently designed, readers can skip around among the chapters if they wish. This is especially helpful when building new parts of a specific project.

The suggested sequence for proceeding through the chapters depends on the reader. Guidelines follow.

- **Web authors and X3D students.** First, read just the Section 1 Introduction in Chapter 1, Technical Overview, then skip ahead to Chapter 2. Follow the chapters in order. Read the other Chapter 1 sections later when you are ready to learn more about the technical underpinnings and design rationale of X3D.

- **Experienced 3D programmers.** Read Chapter 1, Technical Overview, first to see how X3D differs from (and is similar to) the technologies that you are already familiar with. Gain familiarity with Chapters 2–6 for scene-graph fundamentals, and then Chapters 7–9 for animation and scripting. The remaining chapters can be followed in any order.

- **Experienced X3D authors.** Read the descriptions of both the XML and ClassicVRML encodings in Chapter 1, Technical Overview, so that you understand the syntax of both file formats. They are functionally equivalent. You can then read the rest of the book in any order and use it as a ready reference manual. You may find the sections providing hints and warnings especially helpful.

Feedback from readers is encouraged and welcome. Errata and improvements are posted on the book’s Web site.
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